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Kra
bbe nda m urg
Krabbendam
urges
es
rad
ica l ·com
mitment
radical
commitment
In his own quiet, meek, and loving man
manner, Spiritual Life Emphasis Week SpeakSpeak
er Dr. Hendrik Krabbendam
Krabbendam has given
Covenant College its most radical shot-inthe-arm in a long time. Preaching boldly
his view of the fulness of the gospel in
Christ, Dr. Krabbend
am rejected the traKrabbendam
tra
ditional man-cent
ered gospel messageman-centered
message—
("Look
(“Look what Christ has done for me!”)—
me!")and proclaime
proclaimedd that "God
“God demands the
total heart in consecrat
consecration
him’.’ ifo
To
ion to him:'
righteously is to live in complete delive righteously
de
pendence on 9od:
God: "Every
“Every activity that
ently is done against
is done independ
independently
God." No standing ovations, please.
God.”

Perhaps what makes Dr. Krabbendam’s
Krabbendam's
concept of the gospel so radical is the fact
that a totally God-depe
God-dependent
im
ndent state is impossible for man to reach. This is, how
however, what God demands of us in the BiBi
ble. And it is at this impasse-G
impasse—God’s
od's- per
perfect demands in conflict with man’s
man's per
perfect helplessn
ess-that
helplessness—
that the beauty of the
gospel message is revealed. We are like the
Israelites in Ezekiel 36, hopelessly polpol
luted, to whom God says that only for
His holy name’s
name's sake "I
“I will sprinkle
clean water upon you, and you shall be
clean ...
. . . a new heart also will I give you
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Krabbendam insists on a radical
and a new spirit I will put within you.”
you."
Dr. Krabbendam
God does not plead with men to be holy, solution to the apathy that is so preva
prevabut rather he says, “I
"I will make you lent today in the Christian communi
community:
ty:
holy."
holy.” This is the starting point of Dr. we must be filled with the Holy Spirit of
Krabbend
am's God-centered
God-centered view of the God. God invigorates
Krabbendam’s
invigorates His offspring by
gospel.
making them new beings. One cannot be
The goal of ·the
the disciple of God is to apathetic if he draws his strength from
destroy everything
everything in his life which is in
in- Jesus Christ, and if the root of his being
dependent of God. Every thought, mo
dependent
mo- is controlled by God.
tive and action must be God-centered
God's gospel to man is radical because
God-centered and
God’s
God-inspi
red. God is our own life source, it demands total, absolute commitment.
God-inspired.
commitment.
and we must be completely
completely dependen
dependentt on There is no room for selfishness.
selfishness. If Cov
CovHim. Salvation is a total loss of life in enant students take seriously the "fulness"
“fulness”
God.
of the gospel message, there would be
God commands
commands us to
to read the Bible; quite a few changes in student behavior.
indeed, both prayer and Bible-reading
Bible-reading Biology lab would be just as legitimate a
are _by
by definition part of the Christian’s
Christian's religious activity as chapel. The most avid
life~
life. In Psalm 1I the godly man “delights
"delights Covenant sports fan would hug the most
in the law of the Lord and His law he active Temple sports fan after a wild game.
ponders day and night.”
night." And in Joshua Covenant students would have a rapport
11:8
:8 God says, “This
"This book of the Law with rednecks and hippies and everyone
must never depart from your mouth; in between. And now. We must know
you must meditate on it day and night, . what Paul meant when he said, “I
"I am
so that you may keep living in accord crucified jointly
jointly with Christ, I no longer
with all that is written in it ...
live as I, but Christ lives within me.”
BT
. . . "”
me." --BT

Barne
announces
Barness announces
facult
additions, prom
facultyy additions,
promotions
otions

In his own quiet, meek, and loving manner.
Krabbendam
manner, Dr. Krabbenda
m
has
given Covenant College a most radical shot-in-the-arm.
has given
shot-in-the-arm.

President Marion D. Barnes at the 16th
16 th
annual convocation
convocation service announced
announced
the installation
installation of six new faculty mem
members and the promotions
promotions of three others.
Dr. John P. Cummer comes to Covenant
with an extensive background
background in the
administration of higher education.
administration
education. He
has served as President of the College of
Orlando in Orlando, Florida; Dean of
Students of the University of South Ala
Alabama; and Director of the Counseling
Counseling
Center at Florida State University.
Ori
University. OriMinnesota, he holds degrees
ginally from Minnesota,
from Wheaton College, Indiana Univer
University, and Florida State University.
University.
Dr. John Canfield brings a background
background
which allows Covenant to begin programs
in music education and in instrumental
instrumental
instructio
n. He holds degrees from Miami
instruction.
University in Ohio, the Cincinnati
Cincinnati Con
Conservatory of Music, and Florida State
University and has taught at the Uni
University of South Carolina, Columbia Bible
College, Eastern Illinois University,
University , and
Bob Jones University.
University. Most recently he
comes from Fort Lauderdale,
Lauderdale, Florida,
where he headed the music program of
the Pompano Beach high schools. He
conducted several orhas organized and conducted
or
chestras and bands of professional
professional calibre.
Dr. Jamieson C. Keister holds degrees in
physics from Cornell University and
Georgetow
Georgetownn University and has also stu
studied at the University of Maryland and
George Washington
Washington University.
University. He has
done extensive research and technical
work for both industry and government.
government.
At Covenant this year he will be teaching
mathematics as well as physics.
mathematics

Mr. T. Richard Hagwood is a graduate of
Wheaton College and of the University
of Virginia. A native of Birmingham,
Birmingham,
Alabama, he also attended Southwestern
Southwestern
University at Memphis. He has previously
taught English at Houghton College.
Miss M. Anita Jubin has received degrees
from Anderson Junior College, the Uni
University of South Carolina, and the UniverUniver
sity of Georgia, and has also attended
Erskine College. An accomplished
accomplished pianist,
she has taught piano at Hammond
Hammond Aca
Academy and the University of Georgia.
Mrs. Marilyn K. Slenker has completed
completed
her work for the M.S. in library science
at the University of Iowa. Previously
she attended Highland College before
bachelor's degree at Shelton
achieving her bachelor’s
College. Mother of four children, she
comes originally from North Dakota.

promotions included Dr. John
Faculty promotions
M. L. Young to Professor of Bible and
Missions; Mrs. Collyn F.
F . Schmidt to As
Assistant Professor of Nursing Education;
Education ;
and Dr. Karl H. Heller to Associate
Professor of History.
Requirements for full Professor include
Requirements
eight years teaching and a doctorate in
the field being taught. An Associate
Professor must have five year’s
year's teaching
experience and a candidate for
experience
fo r a doctor’s
doctor's
degree. An Assistant Professor must have
two years of teaching experience
experience and a
master's degree in addition to graduate
master’s
Instructo r has less than one
work. An Instructor
year of experience
experience and a Master’s
Master's degree.
--JA
JA
(Special thanks to Dean William Barker for the
above biographical
biographical material.)
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Covenant Opens
Under New Management
Dr. Francis Schaeffer once told me that in the past thirty years he had been
married to at least five women. This was no confession of polygamy; all of his
wives called themselves Edith and had nearly identical physique, background
Schaeffer’s
and talents. It was, instead, a rather startling description of Mrs. Schaeffer's
metamorphoses: existential changes which were so substantial and so striking
that they appeared to him to overshadow the historical continuity of her life.
him- or about any one of us.
The same, I am sure, might be said of him—
A similar attitude has been expressed by Dr. Cummer in the Student HandHand
book. He speaks of a "sense
“sense of new beginnings, 0f
of the chance to start again with
slate,” and then addresses himself to "those
“ those of you who are new to
a clean slate,"
College.”
Covenant College."
In an important sense, we are all new here. And insofar as this is true,
Covenant itself is a new and different institution, for we are Covenant.
This state of affairs is admittedly trivial. But it is so trivial that it is often
overlooked; and therefore it is vitally important.
To me it is important because for some time I have been sharpening my
literary knife and waiting, sometimes joyfully, often eagerly, and always selfrighteously, to put it to wild use. The Board of Trustees, the President, Business
Office, Deans'
Deans’ Office, Athletic Department, many of the faculty, about 92% of
all were to be put to the sword. All were to meet a drastic
the Student Body—
Body-all
and gory, but adamantly just, nemesis. This in the name of Love and Truth.
Now there are many things in our college which need to be changed. (The
people mentioned above doubtless regard me as one of those things ...
. . . ) But it
would be violence to everyone concerned, I think, to hurl the knife before the
enemy appears. We are all four months older; hence four months newer. Perhaps,
if I were to declare war today, my blade would divide mere ghosts and shadows.
Perhaps many of the changes which I wish to effect have already taken place. In
light of this possibility, war dances and battle cries would be fruitlessly prepre
mature.
Covenant’s campus. I think
I am not saying that criticism is not proper on Covenant's
obvious thatt critical thought is a significant aspect of learning. No less
it is obvious,tha
significant (though perhaps less obvious) is the role of criticism in loving. If
there is anyone, therefore, who has the responsibility to be critical, it is the
Christian student at Covenant College.
But our criticism, if it is to be valid and genuine, must be of a certain kind:
it must meet certain criteria. First, in order to promote learning, it must be
based on learning; it must be knowledgeable. Second, in order to express
love, it must issue from love; it must be constructive.
A week ago I was engaged in a rather intense discussion with my father.
We were talking about a few of the changes around Covenant, and specifically
about a professor who last spring submitted his resignation. My words were
heated, scathing, and unsympathetic. After a few of them had burst from my
Peterian mouth, my father calmly blew his little whistle to fill me in on a
couple of cold facts. The result was devastating: all my hot air was effec,
effec^
tively freeze-dried; Cynical Son was shown to be Ignorant Fool, with a
nauseating chill in his gut to concretize the humiliation.
“ He who
In one of his many brilliant essays, John Stuart Mill wrote, "He
that.” This penetrating
knows only his side of the story, knows little of that."
observation is especially true of the critic. If our dissent and our arguments
are not founded on certain knowledge of the situation (which can be acquired
only through communication), our criticism will invariably turn round and
condemn us.
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But the dissent of the Covenant student,
student,!I suggest, must go even further.
replaced."
Auguste Comte once said, "Nothing
“Nothing is ever destroyed until it is replaced.”
Construction must be visible even in destruction; and although the latter is
necessarily precedent in time, it must never be allowed precedence in
significance or energy. Our end must be positive, and that quality must be
reflected in our attitude toward the means, and toward those with whom we
disagree. Involved here, I think, is the painstaking process of interpreting the
“generous” way
action of others in what Dr. Nick Barker calls the most "generous"
imaginable. For that is what love is all about.
Different experiences necessarily yield differences in behavior. In the
readily, disclosed-in
disclosed—in
community which we constitute, this diversity will be readily_,
commitment, ability, opinion, appearance, and so on. Clashes of one sort or
another are bound to result. Now, in my view, there is nothing inherently
pejorative in this; in fact, dissent affords a decidedly healthful environment. But
that very environment will be inevitably raped and polluted, if knowledge is not the
source, and construction not the end, of all our dissent, whether trivial or vital.
and loving become static and superficial; but without
Without criticism, learning a11d
learning and loving, criticism becomes stagnant and fatal.
These observations, however, are not esoteric to Christian activity; the criteria
which I have mentioned are no touchstone,just
touchstone, just as the scholars to whom I have
appealed—Mill and Comte-are
Comte—are no examples, CJf
of righteous living. Of course, we may
appealed-Mill
insist that our ultimate source is not knowledge, but Christ; that our ultimate end
is not mere construction, but his glory. Exactly so. But if, in our criticism, no
more tangible
t.mgible a test than this declaration can be provided, delusion may lurk right
round the corner. I suggest, therefore, a third and a fourth criterion, a tangible
test of Christian criticism. The first is afforded in the standard by which we are
guided, the second in the end result, once all is said and done.
But even in the first, as Dr. Krabbendam has pointed out, we may be duped. I
myself had no end of scriptural principles sitting in my catapult, waiting to be
hurled in anger(which,
anger (which, of course, I entitled "righteous
“righteous indignation")
indignation”) at the
majority of the Covenant community. Only the second part of the test is totally
efforts—“the fullness of the blessing of
reliable: the end result, the sum-total of our efforts-"the
the gospel of Christ."
Christ.” Knowledge through communication, construction in love,
judgment according to the Scripture, and God's
God’s response in blessing: these will tell
-R
GS
the story.
-RGS

Fools Rushing In
If ours is typical of most journalistic efforts, it will not be worth your time to read
it.

condemnation of the journalist, that, while he may be adept at
It is the awful condemnati9n
saying things effectively, too often he has nothing to say. Just as regrettable is the
fact that too seldom does the truly educated or knowledgeable person write
“educated writer"
writer” is a contradiction in terms, simply
anything. Frequently an "educated
hours—hours during which the journalist could be
because writing demands valuable hours--hours
educating himself.
All of which is no excuse, of course. But we must admit that our opinions as
they will be expressed throughout the year will depend on dreadfully narrow
frames of reference. Fearsome is the prospect that many others who know more
than we do will have good reason to scoff at what we write.
You can do something to correct this situation. Since this is a student
publication, we will not be ashamed when we ask you to help. And you should not
wait for us to ask. There are a number of ways you can help.
You can help make this a better paper by correcting us when we are in error; by
challenging us when we are unfair; by reminding us to love and respect those we
criticize; and by properly directing us when we become unfaithful to our Christian
commitment.
But we want you to help in an even more important and crucial respect: if you
have anything even remotely worthwhile to say, write it down and give it to us. We
are interested even if you don't
don’t fancy yourself a gifted writer. We hope in
subsequent issues to encourage, yes, even impel you to comment. But please don't
don’t
wait until then.
-T B
-TB

Student Artists:
DISPLAY YOUR PAINTINGS IN THE TUCK SHOPPEYOU NEVER KNOW WHAT YOU CAN SELL THESE DAYS!
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-Atlantic
—Atlantic Recording Corporation

Deja
Deja vu
This week I listened to Dtja
Dl?}a vu by Crosby, Stills, Nash,
and Young. These guys have the potential to be a
super group. Somehow their distinctive, almost unmis
unmistakable close harmony sound wears in instead of out.
That as well as their open appraisal of our polarized
society's
society’s plight makes this group worthy of note. I
don’t know what to say about the tin-type on the cover
don't
of the assembled members of the group carrying guns
and bullet belts.
Crosby, Stills, Nash, and Young have an almost homespun style which is even more accented by the accomaccom
“Teach your children
panying country steel guitar, e.g. "Teach
well:” this is an amazing song. For one thing it sounds
well:"
good: simple and personal. And it urges an openness and
an acceptance of young by the old and vice versa. The
can’t
writer recognizes the position of a parent who can't
understand his children's
children’s ways but ?knows
‘‘knows they love
you."
you.”
“Our house"
house” gives me a good feeling. "Such
“Such a cozy
"Our
room ...
. . . for you, only for you ...
. . . Our house is a very,
very, very fine house ...
. . . Now everything is easy 'cause
’cause
of you."
you.” It's
It’s like looking into the life of a young man
who is happy in his home with his wife.
But one reason I mentioned the guns on the front
vw-already seen. The title
cover. The album is Deja
D1:ja vu-already
song chants, "We
“We have all been here before."
before.” Could it
counter
refer to some historical cycle of revolution and counterrevolution? And "Carry
“Carry on"
on” says, "The
“The sky is clearing
. . . rejoice, rejoice, we have no choice but to carry on.
...
Now witness the quickness with which we carry on ...
.. .
all.” It sounds like some kind of
love is coming to us all."
prediction.
I can't
really
explain
"Helpless,"
except
thatthat
he he
talks
can’t
really
explain
“Helpless,”
except
talks
about a town in North Ontario, describes how it is, and
that it "leaves
“leaves us helpless."
helpless.” Neil Young has a great voice.
“Almost cut my hair"
hair” to me is a really
And then "Almost
writer’s identity. He
religious statement about the writer's
doesn’t mention any reasons why he almost cut his long
doesn't
hair, but just blames it on ''the
“the flu for Christmas."
Christmas.” He
“separate the wheat from
hastily adds that he’d
he'd better "separate
tares” because he feels like he '.'owes
“ owes it to someone."
someone.”
the tares''
So I look at Crosby, Stills, Nash, and Young, and I
see not only a skilled group of rock musicians, but also
a prophetic insight that cannot be ignored. And if
you’ve seen Woodstock you'll
you’ll know what I mean by an
you've
“ freaks.”
unbelievably powerful unity among all the "freaks."
It’s
ironic
that
heavy
music
like
this
can
draw
people
It's
together in peace while the Christian church flounders
from denominationalism. Maybe we need some freaks.
- J . Ward
-J.

computer’s word
listen to the word of the computer. The computer's
is that which this entity "the
“the corporation"
corporation” needs to have
balanced growth without interruption to programmed
economy and committing economic suicide. Of course,
at this stage the worker is less creative than ever and the
corporation flows on, guided only by its own breathing
spasms. Work has degenerated to a meaningless pattern
performed for the sake of money, the blood of our
economic King Kong.
So our pagan society eats the sewage of its forefathers
which results from centuries of worshipping false GodsGods—
money, progress, economic success. The watchword is
“ total submission."
submission.”
"total
We ought to rejoice and man our Christian bulldozers
in destroying the graves and temples of those false gods
acknow
from whom Christ has liberated us. We must acknowledge His Lordship in our lives and release Him from
“ Sunday only"
only” box, to worship him in all we do. We
His "Sunday
must create from the materials Jehovah has created,
“Jehovah, He is God!"
God!”
making our work scream out, "Jehovah,
Since work has significance for us as Christians alone,
we must make it an integral part of our Christian learning
community. Granted, our attempt in the form of
Practical Work is imperfect, as all humanly administered
things are; but the man who refuses to subject it to the
Lordship of Christ and re-create it for His glory is still
infected by the humanist mind. Practical work exists for
three good reasons. First, because a Christian endeavor
requires the contribution of Christians and our tuition
and fees are not a sufficient contribution. Since
Covenant College is the work of our Lord God we
should willingly take part, making this our school and
sub
His school. Second, this is an opportunity for us to subject work to the transforming power of God's
God’s Holy
Spirit and re-create work into art. Let us take the
us—mop, shovel, typewriter, whatwhat
materials God gave us-mop,
ever-and
ever—and build a monument to our God, a work of art
to flood the headlines with His name. If we are ingenious
Work is a dirty word for the humanist and the Christian
we
can even use practical work as an opportunity for all
who falsely performs it as a curse he must endure as
us cool "heads"
“heads” who are above manual labor to join our
punishment for the Fall. We have degressed since the
brothers and sisters, the hands and feet in the Body of
days of the Guilds. Then work was a calling, an art, and
Christ, and build unity rather than our usual division.
the purpose of the Guild was to protect the right of the
Sure we have problems-that is part of being fallen
craftsman to make shoes a work of art, a creation in
human
beings. But do not our Lord and His followers
capi
leather. Come the Industrial Revolution only the capitalk
about
victory over sin and its effects? If Christianity
talist produced a work of art, i.e. a business from his
produces
no
changes, no resurrection into new life, let's
let’s
money. The worker only punched in and out, and pulled
take
Paul's
advice
and
hang
it
and
go
to
lives
of
Paul’s
up
back
a lever. He was no craftsman. Now even the capitalist
sin!
doesn’t create. He does not have the genius to run his
doesn't
-P.
—P. Mein«s
Meiners
mega-corporation, so he hires scientific managers who

Christian sweeping:
a monument to God

-
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Maybe you
you can tell us
us what's happening

Happy soccer days
are with us again
Forecasts and previews are often just gesges
tures in speculation and futility, (and
this one may prove to be no different),
but soccer is again with us, and such a
report is thus supposedly in order. SocSoc
cer, for those who are new to this scent;
scenej
has to this point been Covenant's
Covenant’s greatest
claim to athletic fame. In the past two
years the Scots have won something like
27 gsmes
games while losing only four (all to
St. Bernard) and tying one.
This tendency to win soccer games is
expected . to continue, as Walt Bowman
fields a squad that he feels is stronger,
man for man
man,, than those of the previous
two years. An influx of freshman and
transfer students has resulted in a wel
welcome surplus of talent. Such depth will
certainly fill the sizable gaps caused by
last spring's
spring’s graduation and may even con
confine to other roles men who have in pre
previous years found themselves in the startstart
ing lineup.
There are, however, two problem areas
that could possib:y
possibly prove crucial at vari
vari-

ous times during the season. Rob Ray
Rayburn's ability to handle (literally) the goal
burn’s
is indeed a question mark. Although
equipped to fill the position, he has yet
to prove that he can cope with the stress
and pressure of game competition. In adad
dition, Steve George, who will probably
play at the all-important center half-back
spot, is ineligible for the five league
games, occasionally leaving that position
vulnerable.
Upon opening their regular season on
September 18 at St. Bernard, the Scots
begin a 15-game schedule that includes
a rematch with the Saints, games against
Sewanee, Temple, and the University of
Tennessee, and a five-day, four-game
four -game road
trip in October. But with the marked imim
provement of members of last year's
year’s
squad, and the addition of several key
players, resulting in unusual depth at
most positions, Coach Bowman and everyevery
one else have reason to be "extremely
“extremely opop
timistic"
timistic” as the soccer season rolls around
once again.
--GL
GL

OPTIMISTIC
With five good runners back from last
year's
year’s cross country team, the prospects
are good for a winning season. Coach
Charles Anderson expects “a
"a good season,
Bryan." The Scot
including a win over Bryan.”
runners begin their season September 12
when they face Bryan at Dayton.
Returning to the team are Jim Peale,
Kevin IIvery,
very, Dave Dumont, Jim Wildeman,and Barry McWilliams. Additions to
the team include Paul Talley, Lonnie
Barnes, Tony Johnston, and John Arentzen.
The schedule this year will be much
expanded from past seasons. In addition
to seven individual meets, Covenant will
also enter invitational runs at Franklin,
Tenn., Bryan College, and Calloway Gar
Gardens, Ga. Bryan, David Lipscomb, and
compeBerry promise to be the toughest compe
tition.
Coach Anderson says the team has
been working hard, having endured a
two-week training camp prior to the
start of school, and should be all ready to
go against Bryan. One sad note is that
an auto injury may sideline Jim Peale for
part of the season.
--J.
j . Wilson
Wilson

A journal ooff news and opinion
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A
weekly
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SCOT CALENDAR
Saturday
5 Saturday
SQccer:
Soccer: Nashville Internationals,
here
Tuesday
8T
uesday
by Dr. Canfield and Miss
Concert by
Jubin
11 Friday
Friday
to add a course or change
Last day to
courses
10:00
TISA
10:00 am: T
IS A Soccer League
meeting here
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8:00
program
8
:0 0 pm: Student Council program
9:30
pm : Freshmen in fa
9
:3 0 pm:
cu lty homes
faculty
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12 Saturday
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8:00
8
:0 0 aam:
m : Student Leaders'
Conference
Conference
11
:00 am: Soccer, D
11:00
ayton
Dayton
Internationals, here

vSjftf
V
IS IT
VISIT

Cross cou
ntry at Bryan
country
Bryan

MOTHER GOOSE VILLAGE
and other attractions!

Music club meeting

pizza villa

Lookout Mtn
Union "76"
“76”

"Nothing
“Nothing Beatsa PizzaExcept Maybe Our Spaghetti’
Spaghetti"
3607 Ringgold Road
Chattanooga
Tennessee

• Front end alignment

Fairyland
Drugs

• Electronic engine diagnosis
• Air conditioning repairs
eAir

Phone 629-3311
Closed every Monday

• Road service
•Road

SPECIAL PRESCRIPTION
PRICES to all Covenant
students and faculty
831-1627
831
-1627

September 1, 1970
1970

Free delivery

c:::f,:scher (3
(^fischer
Lrans
~vans
cJewelers,
je w e l e r s , z@nc.
5 ? n c.

MR. GABBEI AND
PROFESSIONA
L FOOD
PROFESSIONAL
MANAGEME
NT WELCOME
MANAGEMENT
YOU BACK

Carter H. Evans

+

San1tone
Santtone
Certified
MasferDn/dcantr
Qrrf.}ialMaslUDr!Jck,,nt:r

RJ-CG
AGS
RJ-CG-AGS
Eighth and Market
Chattanooga
Chattanooga
Tennessee 37402
37402

Phone: 267-0901
267-0901

LOOKOUT
MOUNTAIN
MOUNTAIN
CLEANERS,
Inc.

Monday-Friday: 7:00
7 :0 0 aamm -55:30
:3 0 pm
pm
Saturday: 77:00am:0 0 a m -11:00pm
:0 0 pm
Phone: 821-6544
821 -6544
—Complete
-Complete laundry service
—Complete
-Complete alteration service

